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Career Tip: Remain Dedicated And Steady In Your Career Tip: Remain Dedicated And Steady In Your 
Role, Maintain Your Composure, And Embrace Role, Maintain Your Composure, And Embrace 
VersatilityVersatility

If you were born in the year of the dragon, 2024, also being a 

dragon year,  is  your fated year.  This  year,  you will  be under the 

influence of  several  Unlucky Stars,  indicating a period filled with 

numerous challenges. To avoid disastrous outcomes, it's crucial to 

be  extra  vigilant  and  well-prepared.  The  Unlucky  Star  "Yellow 

Banner"  is  present  in  your  chart,  signifying  a  plethora  of  work-

related conflicts and challenges. Instead of prolonging these issues, 

it's  advisable  to  address  them  promptly  and  calmly  to  prevent 

further complications. This year, prudence should take precedence 

over  ambition.  Even  if  you  have  grand  designs,  it's  wiser  to 

postpone them for a more opportune time. 

The star "Decorative Top" suggests that pride may cloud your 

judgement this year, leading you to make solitary decisions. Resist 

this obstinate tendency to prevent alienation from your allies and 

family. Also, be sure to keep your ego in check when dealing with 

superiors.  Those born in the years of the Rooster and the Horse 

make  advantageous  career  allies.  Collaborating  with  them  could 

help  you  overcome  various  constraints.  The  east  direction  is 

favorable  for  your  career  this  year,  and  occupations  related  to 

"metal" and "wood" are the luckiest choices for you.

Financial Tip: Accumulate Savings Whenever Financial Tip: Accumulate Savings Whenever 
Possible And Be Vigilant Against Those Who May Possible And Be Vigilant Against Those Who May 
Attempt To Seize Your AssetsAttempt To Seize Your Assets

Individuals born in the year of the dragon may face financial 

difficulties this year. Your primary income might be unpredictable, 

so it's advisable to save in advance for future necessities. Secondary 

sources of income may not be fruitful either, so it's best to avoid 

risky  ventures,  such  as  investments  or  gambling,  as  they  could 

potentially  deplete  your  resources.  This  year,  the  ominous  star 

"Swallowed  Up"  is  in  your  chart,  suggesting  that  you  may  be 

targeted for financial scams. Therefore, extra vigilance is essential 

in managing your finances. Additionally, you may incur unexpected 

expenses  during  the  transition  from  autumn  to  winter,  so  it's 

prudent to plan ahead.

Health Tip: Avoid Overworking Yourself And Steer Health Tip: Avoid Overworking Yourself And Steer 
Clear Of Sharp ObjectsClear Of Sharp Objects

Individuals  born  in  the  year  of  the  dragon  may  experience 

health challenges this year. You are likely to face numerous minor 

illnesses, so it's crucial to get plenty of rest and avoid overexertion 
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to prevent severe complications. The "Sword's Edge" Unlucky Star is 

in your constellation, cautioning you to be extra careful with 

knives and other sharp items to prevent injuries. It's also 

advisable  not  to  stay  out  late  during  the  autumn 

season.  Your  spleen,  stomach,  and  liver  are 

particularly  vulnerable  this  year,  thus  it's 

essential to monitor your diet and steer clear 

of unsanitary conditions.

Relationship Tip: Maintain OpenRelationship Tip: Maintain Open  
Communication And FosterCommunication And Foster  
Forgiveness; Treasure What YouForgiveness; Treasure What You  
PossessPossess

Individuals  born  in  the  year  of  the  dragon  may  frequently 

experience feelings of melancholy throughout the year. There's a 

tendency to internalize your troubles rather than sharing them with 

others, a habit you need to alter in order to maintain strong bonds 

with your family and friends. Your career may not be at its peak, but 

there's a high probability of encountering a potential love interest. 

Embrace  this  chance  and  value  what  you  have,  otherwise,  you 

might inadvertently let your perfect match slip away.

Lukcycharm: The Mouse And The Lukcycharm: The Mouse And The 
Monkey CelebrateMonkey Celebrate

The vivacious, energetic monkey is grasping a 

small gourd, upon which a mouse is perched. The 

monkey stands as a symbol of versatility, the gourd 

signifies  health  and  longevity,  and  the  mouse, 

being  the  first  of  the  twelve  animals  in  the 

Chinese zodiac, embodies auspiciousness.

For  those  born  in  the  year  of  the 

Dragon, this is a year of destiny. You may face 

numerous challenges in your career and are at 

risk  of  injuries.  To  ward  off  misfortune,  position 

The Mouse and the Monkey Celebrate in the southwest corner of 

your living space or atop your nightstand.

Auspicious Locations, Colors And NumbersAuspicious Locations, Colors And Numbers
Auspicious Southwest, East, Southeast Purple, Yellow, Green 9, 2

Avoid Northwest, South Blue --
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